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ULTIMATE SATISFYING 
ALTERNATIVE TO CIGARETTES
With the ATOM sub-brand, Hangsens vision was to bring exceptional e-liquids that people could enjoy every day, providing 

excellent value for money and consistency. To achieve that, all of our innovation and technology was put to use to create a 

legendary range of products with excelling quality. 

Quality, for Hangsen, means providing the best – ingredients, formulation, and consistency– in each and every one of our 

flavours. Atom was launched in 2016, it quickly becomes a success, selling in more than 20 countries across Europe and the 

Americas across different channels.
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SPECIFICATION
• 10ML E-LIQUID BOTTLES

• 30VG/70PG RATIO

• NICOTINE STRENGTHS 0MG | 3MG | 6MG | 12MG | 18MG

• IDEAL FOR USE WITH 8-14W VAPE PENS OR POD DEVICES

• TPD COMPLIANT
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MENTHOL SENSATION
When you just want the amazing purity of a classic flavour you 

know and love, Hangsen Classics Menthol Sensation is the perfect 

decision. Intense menthol flavour, yet superbly smooth with just the 

right amount of cooling.

This flavour achieves the authentic taste of pure tobacco, a delicious 

freshly cut leaf flavour reminiscent of traditional English Brands. 

Unlike many other tobacco flavours, Hangsen’s Classic Tobacco is 

balanced in sweetness, making it a great all-day vape.

CLASSIC TOBACCO
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RY4 TOBACCO
Atom`s RY4 is a sweet tobacco blend with vanilla and caramel 

tones with a smooth and pleasing finish. Ideal for those who 

recently made the switch from conventional cigarettes.

GOLDEN VGA
For those who love smooth American tobacco with a powerful, deep 

taste and a sweet finish, you will get a deeply gratifying throat hit. 

Perfect for daily use and very popular with those who prefer a mild 

smooth taste.
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BLUEBERRY
Quite likely the top of the fruity juice pops, Atom`s Blueberry is a best 

seller and it isn’t difficult to see why! Seizing the blueberry’s unique 

balance of sweet and intense notes, this e-liquid grants a delightful 

fruity blast that you won’t want to be without.

GOLD & SILVER
Full-bodied tobacco flavour, Hangsen`s Gold and Silver present a 

comforting all-day vape. If you are missing your conventional 

cigarettes, this distinct flavour is the ideal choice. With a lightly woody 

and pleasingly nutty taste, this is an e-liquid with layered flavour that 

keeps you coming back for more.
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ATOM

ALL FLAVORS

Tobacco

Menthol

HS Menthol Sensation

RY6

Golden VGA

Ice Mint

Blueberry

Gold & Silver

USA Mix

Rainbow

RY4

Smooth

Strawberry

Spearmint

Juicy Peach

Hangsenberg ( blue sky)

Virginia tobacco

Fruit Mix

Blackcurrant

Vanilla

Aniseed

Mint Strawberry

Mint

Watermelon

Raspberry

Red Energy

Triple Menthol

Apple

Bubble Gum (Minty)

Coffee

Cherry

ST Tobacco

Strong Mint

Red Cola

Black Cherry

Lemon

Cigar

Kiwi Apple and Strawberry

Ice Menthol

Banana

Tobacco Mint

Grape

Pineapple

Mango

Double Menthol

Coconut

Caramel

Super Mint

Cinnamon

Green Mint

Lemon and lime

Vanilla custard



ATOM HVG 
SERIES
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IMMERSED IN THE 
HIGH VG LARGE CLOUD
Hangsen Atom HVG was created with cloud chasers and 

experienced vapers in mind. The entire collection provides high 

quality exciting flavours and boasts a 70VG base which is 

suitable for sub ohm devices.
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• 10ML E-LIQUID BOTTLES

• 70VG/30PG RATIO

• NICOTINE STRENGTHS 3MG | 6MG | 12MG

• IDEAL FOR USE WITH 8-14W VAPE PENS OR POD DEVICES

• TPD COMPLIANT

SPECIFICATION



COOL PASSION
ATOM-HVG Cool Passion e-liquid is a mint blend with a cooling taste. 

A combination of icy mint and crisp menthol creates a fresh-tasting 

fusion for a balanced vape.

APPLE STRUDEL
ATOM-HVG Apple Strudel e-liquid is a pastry blend, reminiscent of the 

popular Austrian dessert. A buttery strudel pastry base is comple-

mented by crisp yet sweet apples and a hint of spiced cinnamon for 

an authentic tasting flavour.
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FRUIT CRUSH
ATOM-HVG Fruits Crush e-liquid is a fruit medley containing contrast-

ing flavours. A crisp apple taste is complemented by a zesty lemon 

twist and finished off with a sharp kiwi for a layered e-liquid.

STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE
ATOM-HVG Strawberry Smoothie e-liquid is a dessert blend with a 

combination of fruity and creamy notes. A smooth yoghurt base is 

combined with a light milk and topped off by a sweet strawberry for 

an authentic tasting flavour.
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LEMON CAKE
ATOM-HVG Lemon Cake e-liquid is a dessert blend with a citrus twist. A 

light yet sugary sponge cake provides the base of the flavour, comple-

mented by a zesty lemon for an authentic tasting vape.

MENBACCO
ATOM-HVG Menbacco e-liquid is tobacco blend featuring a cooling 

undertone. A robust yet smooth tobacco is apparent throughout, 

finished off by an icy menthol for a balanced vape.
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MANGO CREAM
ATOM-HVG Mango Cream e-liquid is a tropical fruit blend featuring a 

smooth exhale. A sweet and ripe-tasting mango is present throughout, 

accentuated by the light notes cream, for a balanced flavour.



ATOM 50
SERIES
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PREMIUM QUALITY BEST FLAVORS
The Hangsen 50 Series pays tribute to Hangsen’s best-sellers. The 50PG/50VG e-liquids showcase the most 

outstanding flavours and provide smoothvapes with impressive clouds



• 10ML E-LIQUID BOTTLES

• 50VG/50PG RATIO

• NICOTINE STRENGTHS 0MG | 3MG | 6MG | 12MG | 18MG

• IDEAL FOR USE WITH 8-14W VAPE PENS OR POD DEVICES

• TPD COMPLIANT

SPECIFICATION
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PURPLE GRAPE MENTHOL SENSATION
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MANGO ISLAND HANGSENBERG



ATOM 50

ALL FLAVORS

Tobacco

Gold & Silver

Virginia Tobacco

Menthol

RY4

Mango Island

Purple Grape

Menthol Sensation

Hangsenberg

Forest Fruits

Blueberry

Strawberry
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ATOM SERIES
BLUEBERRY
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CDU OF ATOM SERIES E-LIQUID 
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CERTIFICATIONS

CNAS LABORATORY CERTIFICATION ISO9001HARMFUL SUBSTANCE TEST REPORT GMP

Hangsen strictly abides by the international GMP and HACCP production 

specifications to ensure that Hangsen's products meet the highest 

quality standards.





Wholesale Inquiries
wholesale@hangsen.com

Email
service@hangsen.com

Address
86-90 Paul Street London EC2A 4NE

Phone
+44 20 3929 3550

www.hangsen.com


